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Short Description

Product Details:
Ozone TRACE has some remarkable features, it has been designed with an extra large surface (400 x 280 x 4 mm) to fit any gamer�s
expectations, because with TRACE you won�t have space limitations.

This mousepad becomes the perfect option for designers or intensive users, because TRACE has an advanced layered design to offer the highest
comfort for extended periods of use. Its layered design has been engineered with 4 different materials, which combined form a great
multipurpose mousepad. The first layer is a rubber base that stabilizes your moves, and fix the mousepad to any surface. The second layer is a
high quality hard plastic piece to give TRACE the exact weight and stability. The third layer has an air-filled matrix structure made of
polyurethane, specially designed to offer softness when you rest your wrists on the mousepad. Finally, the top layer made of heat treated micro
textured cloth, which offers the smoothest feel and the softest flow.

Features:

Ozone TRACE, apart from being a great choice when choosing a mousepad, also has a strong attitude, expressed by its unique gaming design,
printed over the thermally treated cloth surface.

Ozone TRACE. Extra large sized, extra large gaming

Specifications:

Gaming mousepad with heat treated cloth surface and semi-rigid structure.

Material: cloth, foam rubber, hard plastic, rubber

Dimensions: 400 x 280 x 4 mm

Compatibility: All kinds of mice

Warranty: 2 years
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Gaming mousepad with heat treated cloth surface and semi-rigid structure.

Material: cloth, foam rubber, hard plastic, rubber

Dimensions: 400 x 280 x 4 mm

Compatibility: All kinds of mice

Warranty: 2 years
 

 

Additional Information

Brand Ozone Gaming

SKU OZTRACE-D

Weight 1.0000

Color Red

Mouse Accessory Type Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN 8436532170744

Special Price $17.48


